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OS: Windows 7
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This game delivers on so many fronts that it is a crime to not have it in your library. From aesthetically charming to amusingly
challenging, this game is a refreshing tackle at the rogue-like genre that will not disappoint. Perhaps it’s the nostalgic feel that
pulls you in. Maybe the clever writing intrigues you. But those coupled with the seemingly endless variety, intuitive design, and
enthralling tactical combat that properly rewards you for your strategy, will have you coming back time and time again. So get
attached to your character, feel the anxiety of a tough battle, cry as you watch them die, roll up your sleeves and dive back in!
This is Haque and it is one HECK of an adventure!. A true roguelike, with a better and smoother learning curve compared to
almost every other roguelike out there. It's gamepad friendly, a fine amount of random items and a surprisingly good story,
something that I always abhorred to see in roguelikes.

Well, the soundtrack can be quite repetitive sometimes and there are few character options. Aside from that, the game is
superb.. Fun, tight design, focused on a mix of equipment, race, and class based skills. Your skills may vary as your character
progresses, though you trade that off with specialization in certain skills via upgrades.

Dungeon crawl, levels of 9->12->+ rooms. Level's are brief, on the smaller end of most RLs, but they feel the right length.

Tongue in cheek narrative.

Obscures its mechanics slightly, requiring some figuring out.

All in all, very fun.. Not a very big game. The variety does not approach any number of other roguelikes (most free or cheaper).
The level generation is simplistic. The same room shape over and over. And too much of it bothers me; from the speech sounds
to the soundtrack. I'm sure it's good for many, but it's not to my taste, nor is it worth the price to my mind.. I havent beaten this
game yet, I'll come back and edit this once I do.

Haque is an intriguing and addictive roguelike game. On the scale of "D&D: The Video Game" to "You Just FIght Guys" it
tends towards the latter, which generally doesn't excite me that much. But with an immense number of races, classes, weapons,
items, pets, monsters, special abilities, and environments, this game brims with that "new game" feeling. You know what I
mean; when it feels like anything is possible because you haven't discovered all the boundaries of the game yet. To me, that has
always been the most important job of procedural games, and Haque is one of the only new ones to pull it off.

Too many roguelikes any more have a painfully limited number of -things- in them, which to me has always felt like a huge
waste of potential. This isn't quite Nethack (i dont think), but its definitely got more stuff to mess with than I'm used to. Its just
a grab-bag of goodies every playthrough.

It has a killer sense of humor (a professor brothers quote led me to a fun-filled rewatch session), the art style is intriguing and
eye-catching, the music is great, its decently fast paced, and you can die and restart with minimal effort. It has a commendable
amount of visual settings to get it looking just right, and a death screen screenshot feature to boot.

Also: it's hard. Or maybe I haven't figured it out yet? Nah I think it's hard. I keep hearing intriguing story snippets and I honestly
have no idea what to expect so I AM STOKED TO KEEP PLAYING.

TLDR: buy it, its excellent.. I really dig the graphics, the music and the story. The meta is also done tastefully I think. You will
certainly enjoy it if the style appeals to you. The gameplay mechanics are a bit simple for a game that technically qualifies as an
actual roguelike but that makes it ideal for a newcomer or someone looking for a more laid back game.. Don't let my playtime
mislead you there is actually about 4-6 hours of play here as far as I can tell.
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I started playing and the inscrutable interface very much irritated me, and I felt the designers' want to remain true to the
aesthetic ... much to the detriment of clear communication to the player.

I played for about 30 minutes and then I decided to idle for cards (which it doesn't have oops). Gave it a second try and found
myself a little more charmed than the first play.

Really fun and interesting mechanics. The RNG variance is irritating at times especially if you want to play a summoning build.

Buy it and expect to get a few hours of play. I gave up after dying on the boss and I really don't care if I win. Uninstalling.

I got this on sale and it was worth it - but don't think you're going to get any more than a simple game (that is actually prertty
solid and quite charming).. One of the most eye catching and realized graphical worlds to get immersed in. The world's maps are
so cool to explore and challenging in good ways. I'm in love with the o-so-many options to play as some batshit hero play types
and the various ways to build around the skills and weapons and develop - I still have to learn. This game doesn't drag it's heels,
it's a light playing game, nothing that will cause you to give up as you play...until you die during a intense battle with skeletons
and pumpkin headed ghouls. But then you get to pick between a werewolf fungus head or a djinn bandit! And then one has a
turtle for a pet who can cast occult shields! THE CHOICE IS YOURS!

This is my game, alright. I look forward to sinking a lot of time into this game and really exploring the world it's got before me.
Can't recommend this game enough!. Wow! What a fooking game. If you are a fan of roguelikes then you will most likely love
this game. The art style is great and is also pretty customizable from the options the dev included in the game. Great music and
sound which is pretty rare in the roguelike genre. You can even play with a controller for the most part, but yeah I've really just
started to play but I'm already in love and if you're into this sort of game you'll probably love it too. :)

I'll try and type up a "real" review once I play more.
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This is my absolute favorite roguelike, and i've played the best. The levels of charm, polish and plain old fun here are ridiculous.
I hesitate to call it accessible, at least for the first hour, when you'll be pretty busy reading flavortexts and getting the hang of the
UI. Put in the time, though, and you'll find the interface is perfectly suited for the experience Haque is trying to deliver. Stick
around for the gameplay and you'll be treated to a surprisingly fun narrative as well. The creators really seem to understand what
makes roguelikes fun in the first place. This is a complete package. Buy it.
Buy Haque!
Please!!!. What you have hear ladys and Gents, is a super stylized Turned based roguelike. So with that you know to expect to
play/die/learn/repeat. This game oozes with so much charm and humor, awesome unique mechanics, while still being super
accessible to people that arent hardcore Turn based roguelike fans (looking at you Tome) Very rad funky soundtrack, tons of
replayability and devs that are just so amazing and wear their heart on their sleeve to top it all off. WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR !. This is my first experince with roge-likes and this seems like a good introduction. It's not hard to learn at all.
The interface makes a lot of sense, with a friendly and approachable style. I think the dialoge is clever, and the glitch effects
make it super easy to know when you are low on health.

The quick levels really help with the pacing and keeps the game interesting. Also being turn based, it means I can take my time
to make smart decisions. All in all I'm having fun!. Great game, over the last few years I didn't enjoy videogames as much
anymore, but this game brought it all back.
Spent a day to beat it with a single class (10'ish hours), totally engrossed. The game for me hits the sweet spot of difficulty,
creativity, dumb fun (zombie spider armies are fun) and reward. At the end it became somewhat tedious, but this may be
because of my cheesy strategy. (Eagle burglar throwing poisoned knives, flying away at any sign of danger after breaking
armor). Holy Schnauzers, a complete games only *15$*? What a deal! look at those *fireballs*! Hey, who's this funny old man?
did my *ice move* just *freeze a bit of that lake*? cool.... oh, *I can resurrect dead things*... Funny commentary... Items
descriptions with snarky tidbits. Approved. For most ages, probably. Fire burns grass, making this pretty much Farcry 2. You'll
die alot, so if you're into that kinda challenge,and really who isn't these days? Approbved 2x.. its not gonna be for most people
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